
DAKSHIN HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM 
     Sales Instruction No. 4/2010  

 
From 
 
 
  SE/Commercial, 
  DHBVN, Hisar. 
To 
 
 
  All CEs/SEs/XENs/SDOs/OP, 
  JEs-I, Incharge Sub office, in DHBVN. 
 
  Memo No. Ch-4/SE/Comml./R-17/3/2007/S/I         Dated: 4/6/2010   
 
Subject: - Recovery of Outstanding Defaulting Amount. 
 
  It has been observed that a huge defaulting amount is outstanding 

against permanent defaulting consumers. To facilitate the recovery from such 

consumers it has been decided that the outstanding defaulting amount may be 

recovered from such disconnected consumers in installments. The guidelines for 

recovery of outstanding defaulting amount are as under:- 

1. The permanent disconnected defaulting consumers may be allowed to make the 

payment of the defaulting amount outstanding against them in three equal 

installments alongwith an undertaking on affidavit for making regular payment of 

installments including current monthly / bimonthly bill. However, the re-connection 

of permanent defaulters in respect of theft cases shall be considered only on 

deposit of lump-sum compounding amount alongwith 1st installment of outstanding 

defaulting amount. 

2. The defaulting consumer shall have to pay 1st installment alongwith 

application/A&A for re-connection/new connection as the case may be, 2nd 

installment shall have to pay with the first bill & 3rd installment with second bill. 

3. The re-connection/connection of such consumers shall be released by maintaining 

separate seniority. However, these consumers shall have to pay all the charges 

applicable for RCO / New connection as per existing instruction of the Nigam.  

4. The Xen/OP shall be authorized to allow the part payment to such consumers 

except HT consumers. For HT consumers part payment shall be allowed by the 

concerned SE/OP.   



5. The XEN/SE/OP concerned shall ensure that such consumers are making the 

payment timely alongwith monthly / bi-monthly energy bills & the supply of such 

beneficiaries shall be disconnected immediately in case they do not make the 

payment in time. 

6. The scheme shall also be available to those consumers whose cases are pending 

in the courts and only if they are ready to withdraw their cases & submit an 

undertaking in this regard. 

   The above instructions may be brought to the notice of all concerned for 

careful and meticulous compliance. 

 

                   
         SE/Commercial, 

          DHBVN, Hisar. 
 


